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im started as an assistant in the early ’80s at Utopia Studios, London.
By the time he was 21 he’d mixed his first number one — I Just Died
in Your Arms — for Cutting Crew. Palmer went on to produce acts like
the Mighty Lemon Drops, Gene Loves Jezebel and The Mission. In 1988
he produced Now and Zen for Robert Plant and David Bowie's Tin Machine.
Palmer mixed Pearl Jam’s debut Ten, which sold over 14m, and produced Tears
For Fears' albums Elemental plus Raoul and the Kings of Spain. In 2001 he was
Grammy-nominated for his mix work on U2’s All That You Can’t Leave Behind.
He produced and co-wrote Ozzy Osbourne’s platinum-selling Down to Earth,
mixed Porcupine Tree's In Absentia, and produced Switchfoot’s Oh! Gravity. In
2009 Tim set up his own facility, 62 Studios, based in Austin, Texas. Since then
he has mixed a varied international clientele, from Billy Childs (2015 three times
Grammy nominated US #1 Jazz album with Reimagining Laura Nyro), through
Québécois soul-man Bobby Bazini (a platinum #1 album in the Canadian charts)
to the Polyphonic Spree’s album Yes, It’s True.

Was Utopia a good place to begin your career?
It was a fantastic studio to start: well equipped, with Neve and SSL rooms, owned
by Phil Wainman, who had produced acts like The Sweet, Mud, The Bay City
Rollers, and the Boomtown Rats. The in-house engineers were fantastic to learn
from: John Mackswith (The Dave Clark Five), Andy Jackson (Pink Floyd) and
brothers Greg and Pete Walsh. I just loved being in that studio and never wanted
to leave, so I usually stayed until sessions ended at 2 or 3 in the morning. On my
very first day I walked in and Pete Walsh was recording Stevie Wonder — not a
bad start! I remember it was competitive between the assistants regarding who got
which session, which fired the whole thing up. One day I recorded some demos
for Synchronicity with Sting because engineer Pete Smith’s house had flooded!
Bands would be in and out and gather around the pool table for a chat. Although
the internet has opened up many chances to work remotely, we’ve lost something
when it comes to the social aspect of our work — getting a text from a band
saying they like a mix just doesn’t have the same feeling.
How did you get your first break as a producer?
A lot of my peers were desperate to become engineers, but I really enjoyed
assisting, and through assisting I had one of my luckiest breaks. Colin Thurston
(who produced Duran Duran) was producing a new group called Kajagoogoo
with Nick Rhodes. Colin and Nick didn’t want to stay late because they were both
married, so I was left to engineer by myself in the evenings and I established
trust with the band. When it came to recording B sides, it was suggested I do the
job solo. I got hold of the demos and wrote some notes about arrangement ideas,
the band were open to suggestions and the recordings came out well. I boldly
asked for a co-production credit and the band agreed — then their label liked one
of the B sides and put it on the album — I had started the session assisting, and
ended up producing. White Feathers went gold, so I received my very first gold
disc, which seemed like a good leap forward. A year later I produced the Limahl
album, with a top 20 single … it was a very exciting time, although I was
heading in a direction — synth pop — that wasn’t the path I wanted to follow.
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Tim Palmer
He’s come up through the ranks learning his trade on the way and has been
involved with extraordinary projects and artists. He applies his experience
to mixing and tells NIGEL JOPSON about his values.
You soon became known as an alternative rock producer, how did
you make the genre switch?
My manager Sandy Roberton discovered Robert Plant was looking for an
engineer/co-producer for his solo record, Shaken and Stirred. Fortunately for
me Robert never baulks at trying a new musical direction — he wanted to
embrace more of the technology of the time — drum machines and guitar
synths particularly. One of the disadvantages of the ’80s was that it was rare
for an engineer to record a drummer live, it was more about plugging in Linn
Drums, so I found myself a little out-of-my-depth working on Robert’s album …
although I wasn’t going to admit it. The first day of recording at Marcus Studio,
we had Richie Hayward from Little Feat as the drummer, with Paul Martinez,
Jezz Woodroffe and Robbie Blunt, all set up with Robert in the live room. There
were a lot of drum mics and headphone mixes … I can’t deny I was sweating,
using a Harrison console which I had no idea how to operate. The studio owner
suggested I might not know what I was doing — but Robert stuck up for me —
probably wrongly! Anyway we figured it out, I went on to work with Robert on
three projects, and he’s been a great friend for many years.
Had you been a Led Zep fan as a youngster?
As a teenager I didn’t really like Led Zeppelin — I didn’t like Pink Floyd either
— I liked The Clash and The Damned! I’d heard Led Zeppelin, but I wasn’t
knowledgeable about the album cuts, so when Robert mentioned When the
Levee Breaks or Misty Mountain Hop I must have looked a little blank, because
finally he asked: ‘What Led Zeppelin albums do you have, Tim, just so we have
the same reference points?’ I had to admit I didn’t own any — but he seemed
to find that quite appealing: here’s somebody who’s definitely not looking
backwards! The next day Robert came in and put a pile of albums on the console
and said: ‘Tim, you really should check out my old band, and see if you like ’em
…’ — it was a fantastic way to be introduced to the complete catalogue of Led
Zep, by Robert Plant himself.
Shaken and Stirred was an interesting record, the arrangements were
very angular — Robert wanted to feature the Roland GR-707 guitar synth
quite a lot — I’m sure die-hard Led Zep fans wish we had stayed away from all
that, but it was what he wanted to do at that moment. It was a big success
for me and opened up a relationship: I went on to produce Now and Zen, and
Robert has supported me throughout my career. He’s the sort of megastar who
doesn’t forget the people who’ve worked on his records, even from 10 or 20
years ago.
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So working with Robert Plant opened the door for you with
acts like The Mission?
I recorded the Mission at Ridge Farm studios in Surrey –- you can
imagine those crazy days in residential studios where you can work as long as
you like! God's Own Medicine is a very ’80s album: there’s too much reverb on
the snare and it was too bright, but going back and listening to it now, I really
like the way the layered guitars work. We would record a couple of clean tracks
with chorus on, then add some tracks with a dirtier sound, if there was any
intermodulation we would lay those particular notes in separately. We built up
these huge arpeggiated parts that would chime, but at the same time be really
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distorted. We were working on 24 track tape, so there was a lot of track bouncing.
After working with The Mission I was in much better shape to work with other
guitar/alternative-type bands. I produced Shine On for The House of Love and
The Mighty Lemon Drops’ World Without End. Then I was approached by The
Mission’s label, Mercury, to work with a new band called Texas. The band had
worked with producer Bernard Edwards, but it hadn’t come out the way they
wanted. We recut the songs and they turned out pretty well.
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I heard a story that you flew in the entire vocal for Texas’ debut top
ten single I Don't Want a Lover …
There was a strong vocal Charlene had done on the demo. This was her first time
in the studio — she’d been a hairdresser before — and there was a lot of pressure
on her. We tried to rerecord her on the new backing track and she sung well, but
we always liked the version on the demo, so I put the vocal on a ½-inch machine
and flew it in onto the new multitrack, line by line so that I could get the timing
right. Everyone back at the label thought the ‘new’ vocal was fabulous!
The same year you worked with Bowie on Tin Machine: did you put
some of your own ideas into that project?
When you’re producing an artist of the calibre of Bowie, it’s not as if you can
ask to hear the demos. At the time, David had got into a place where he was
not really enjoying the recording process. He’d had a lot of success after Let’s
Dance, but he really wanted to have fun again, I think he wanted to reintroduce
an element of spontaneity and chaos. Growing up working in studios in the
’80s, it was easy to get preoccupied with making everything seem perfect.
What I got from David was: leave it alone — let good musicians play, let
performances breathe — and don’t start picking things to pieces. The musicians
on Tin Machine were not the type of players who wanted to sit around and
discuss things or take direction. The thing they wanted to do was to be set up in
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the Casino at Mountain Studios, which is huge, and be let loose to perform. So
that’s exactly what we did, I put a lot of microphones up high around the casino
and let them get on with it. I was there, driving the console by the seat of my
pants, trying to capture their performances. Afterwards we figured out what was
working and what wasn’t. I think the album was important for David in that it
formed a platform for him to do a sort of restart, and I feel proud to have been
part of that catalyst.

Your career spans the tape and digital eras, did you welcome the
switch to working in a DAW?
I was recording at the Record Plant with Tears For Fears, somebody called me
up and said would I like to have a demonstration of this new recording platform
called Pro Tools. I went to Westlake Audio where they had a rig set up, my gut
feeling was — I don’t like this, I like the way things are at present — I didn’t
want to see audio on a screen and I just wasn’t that impressed, even though I
understood it was ground breaking technology. As Pro Tools became popular, I
worked out that if I didn’t learn how to operate this new software, I’d pretty soon
find myself out of a job. I think it can be a very dangerous thing when we listen
with our eyes — knowing when not to look is the key! I have gone the other way
now in my feelings towards Pro Tools. I love it and find it extremely creative. So
few compromises need to be reached and you can really ‘get in there.’
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There were other dramatic changes to the financing and workflow
of music making, which some producers found hard to come to
terms with.
Producers used to concentrate on dealing with the artist and getting the songs
right, and had little to do with finances. The first sign things were changing
came when we were given a cash fund to produce or mix. Immediately there
was a conflict of interest: if I was in a studio I liked, and wanted to spend more
time, then obviously once I’d divvied up the budget, it could be a situation
where you think — if I spend another day on this song I’m actually not going
to make much money myself! I figured out pretty quickly I needed to have my
own studio.
Tell us your thinking behind the equipment in 62 Studios.
I came up with the simple concept that I wanted the best from both digital and
analogue. I have assigned kick, snare, vocal and so on channels in a template
in Pro Tools. They are bused out to a rack of analogue equipment. I have a
Tonelux rig with 24 discrete channels of analogue. Paul Wolff, the founder of
Tonelux, used to design API consoles, and I love the musicality of Tonelux
EQ — it’s not a ‘pointy’ EQ — it’s more like the
GML sound. The analogue channels are summed
down through a Tonelux summing unit into a GML
stereo EQ and Alan Smart C2 compressor, which I
use very lightly at the end of the signal chain. I use
a lot of the analogue simulation plug-ins within Pro
Tools because there’s often something about digital
that still bothers me in the high end. I guess it’s
because I spent so long working with tape, digital
audio can sometimes be too brisk and brash for me
in the high frequencies. Analogue simulators –- the
Steven Slate Virtual Tape Machines, for example —
round off the high end in a way I find appealing.
You can also really get in there and tweak with
some of the transient controllers. I often need to
add a few overdubs and I have a decent selection
of guitars, basses and soft synths to achieve this.
I’ve recently been using the Kemper profiling
amplifier which puts many classic amp sounds
within easy reach.

everybody what I’ve
done, I wait until they
come back to me, and
often the comments are
only about the balance.
Of course, if I tread on
anybody’s toes, and
they don’t like what
I’ve added, I still have
the mute button to fix
the issue. No time for a
large ego these days. I
see the current role of a mixer as a very creative one, being allowed or expected
to replay parts and adding new instruments is fun. I mixed an album for the
Polyphonic Spree recently and added quite a lot to the project. It was strange
because the very first time I actually met the band in person was on-stage at
SXSW, when I played some of the guitar parts I’d added to the album live with
them. That’s what making music in 2015 is about! n

I noticed you’ve mixed several of Larry
Klein’s recent productions.
I have to have a completely different way of working
when I’m mixing Larry’s productions. For a start,
everything goes to my 16 faders, balancing within
the DAW is too jagged for his beautiful recordings of
great players. The feel is much more rounded and
organic so it needs to be treated delicately. On Billy
Childs’ album Map To The Treasure, a reimagining of
Laura Nyro’s work from the 1960s, Billy brought in
a different vocalist for each song — Alison Krauss,
Shawn Colvin, Ricki Lee Jones, Esperanza Spalding
and other great singers. There’s an incredible group
of musicians playing, including Wayne Shorter,
Chris Boti and Yo-Yo Ma. The budget wasn’t huge at
all but I gave it all I’d got. I feel I was able to do that
because of my particular setup. The album ended up
getting three Grammy Nominations.
Are you mainly doing mix work?
Yes, and the job of a mixer is completely different
compared to the early part of my career. Nowadays,
because there are less resources available, I often
find the recordings are poor and not well planned.
Apart from the budget, many producers don’t have
that much experience. So the mixer has a lot more
to bring to the table. There might be a guitar in a
verse I think would sound better doubled, so I’ll just
try it. I’ll fix mistakes, add percussion, add backing
vocals, try a keyboard idea — basically be the
producer at the end of the line. It’s amazing how
much of this is becoming the norm: sometimes I will
hear a guitar sound that’s absolutely dreadful, but I
get a sense of what they were attempting, so I’ll just
get a better tone and play it again myself. I don’t tell
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